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1  Executive Summary

Russia ś war against Ukraine seemed far away for many Russians. The Kremlin portrayed 
it in its propaganda as a “special military operation” that would not significantly change 
life for most Russians. This fiction, already threadbare due to the declining economic 
situation and the high number of Russian soldiers killed,1  was shattered when Russian 
President Vladimir Putin announced a “partial mobilisation” on 21 September 2022. The 
Kremlin had been reluctant to take that step, fearing domestic disquiet. An analysis of 
data from numerous Russian Telegram channels shows why. After 21 September, the 
domestic debate about the war became much more intense:

1. Interest in news has significantly increased after the announcement of the 
mobilisation. The war has finally arrived as a reality in Russian domestic 
discourse.

2. Anti-war channels gained significant traction within a few days of the 
announcement, most notably in the republics with non-Russian ethnic 
majorities. It is worth noting that disproportionally more Russian soldiers come 
from these ethnic minority groups (or low-income regions) and, consequently, 
these have also registered much higher fatality rates. For example, the number 
of soldiers from Dagestan killed is 40 times higher, per capita, than the number 
from Moscow. The growth of engagement in anti-war channels in certain 
republics corresponds with reports of demonstrations; online trends mirror 
offline developments in this case. 

3. The channels of extremist voices in favour of the war have also significantly 
increased their audience since the mobilisation announcement, especially when 
criticising the conduct of the war. 

4. Women continue to play an important role in protests, as witnessed by the fact 
that more women than men have been arrested at protests, while many men 
have been fleeing the country. Protest channels operated by women have been 
growing their numbers of followers. 

1. Neil MacFarquhar, “’Coffins Are Already Coming’: The Toll of Russia’s Chaotic Draft”, The New York Times, 16 October 2022.
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/16/world/europe/russia-draft-ukraine.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/16/world/europe/russia-draft-ukraine.html
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A more detailed analysis of the data identifies additional noteworthy trends:

1. On pro-war channels, the Kremliń s propaganda line that Ukraine has a problem 
with “Nazism” was a major focus but, since the end of September, these 
channels have predominantly been discussing the fate of the Donbas (made 
up of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, illegally annexed by Russia on 30 
September), rather than “Nazism”. There has been a regional fragmentation of 
official discourse. After the start of the war, many governors of Russian regions 
started Telegram channels, presumably out of a perceived need to communicate 
more directly with their populations or, possibly, in response to a Kremlin 
order. However, their messaging on the war differed according to local context, 
especially in relation to gubernatorial elections in these regions. Governors in 
regions where there is stronger support for United Russia, the dominant party 
nationally, mention the war more often than those in regions where opposition 
parties enjoy significant support.

2. Ramzan Kadyrov, the leader of the Chechen Republic, is a special case, as he 
has made himself into a social media personality. He has 3 million followers on 
Twitter and talks about the war a lot, showing video clips that are supposed to 
appear martial and combative. 
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This report analyses debates in Russia taking place on Telegram, which is one of the 
most popular social media/messenger applications in the country (used by 26.8 per cent 
of the population) after WhatsApp (44.6 per cent) and VKontakte (VK, 27.9 per cent). 
Telegram allows the formation of large groups, with some channels having millions 
of followers. In this sense, it is more a social media than a messenger platform, and 
not comparable to WhatsApp or VK. VK, often described as a sort of Russian language 
Facebook, is not anonymous and is monitored completely by the security services. 
Mainly for this reason, the Russian opposition prefer to use Telegram, which they 
consider to be safer.

The analysis covered the following groups of Telegram channels:

1. Governors: The personal Telegram channels of the heads of the federal subjects 
(essentially, the regions) of the Russian Federation. There are 83 regions in 
Russia (not including the Ukrainian territories of Crimea and Sevastopol, illegally 
annexed by Russia in 2014, and the Ukrainian territories of Donetsk, Kherson, 
Luhansk, and Zaporizhya, illegally annexed in September), but only 67 governors 
have their own Telegram channels. Interestingly, the majority of the channels 
were created in March and later, after Russia launched its full-scale invasion of 
Ukraine. All of these 67 channels were covered in this analysis.

2. The Pro-war camp: These comprise the 13 most popular pro-war political 
Telegram channels (TGStat) and 7 war correspondents on Telegram. An 
additional eight channels were included, belonging to extremist, ultra-nationalist 
propagandists and bloggers, who started to criticise the authorities after the 
successful Ukrainian counteroffensive at the beginning of September.

3. Women’s organisations and the feminist movement: The channel of the 
“feminist antiwar resistance” (TG channel: https://t.me/femagainstwar), which 
was created right after the full-scale invasion; and the Union of the Committees 
of Soldiers' Mothers of Russia, an NGO founded in 1989, whose main mission 
is to expose human rights violations within the Russian military (TG channel: 
https://t.me/KomSoldMatRos).

2  Methodology
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4. Protesters in national republics of the Russian Federation. Protest channels in 
Bashkortostan, Buryatia the Chechen Republic, Chuvashia, Dagestan, Tatarstan, 
Tuva, Udmurtia, and Yakutia were chosen, as  these were republics where 
anti-mobilisation protesters were detained (according to OVD-INFO statistics). 
Although OVD-Info does not report protesters being detained in the Chechen 
Republic, the region was included, as it plays a particular role in national politics 
and the war under the leadership of Kadyrov. Moreover, some anti-mobilisation 
protests were observed there. There were more protests in Dagestan and 
Yakutia than in the other republics covered. The analysis of protest sentiments 
in these regions focused on the most popular Telegram channels organising 
protests and urging people to take part in protesting. These are Utro Dagestan 
(Dagestan), 1ADAT (the Chechen republic), Protest Kazan (Tatarstan), 
BashNacPolit (Bashkortostan), Udmurtia against Corruption (Udmurtia), Angry 
Chuvashia (Chuvashia), New Tuva (Tuva), the FreeYakutiaFoundation (Yakutia), 
and the FreeBuryatiaFoundation (Buryatia).
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3  Analysis

On 21 September 2022, just after his speech on Russia’s “annexation” of the four 
Ukrainian regions of Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk, and Zaporizhya , Russian President 
Vladimir Putin announced a "partial mobilisation" that would be “limited to former 
military personnel”. Different numbers, largely speculative, were mentioned in this 
regard by various sources or bloggers, ranging from 300,000 to 1 million newly 
conscripted soldiers. 

The mobilisation triggered a wave of protests and anxiety across the country. Opposition 
to the central authorities started to be heard more loudly. It is difficult to judge what 
level of real pressure on the government this online mobilisation created, as Russia has 
seen significant protests before that failed to generate any real change.

The mobilisation announcement triggered a growth in protest channels 
(and in protests)

This section shows that the “partial mobilisation” generated more protest action on 
social networks, as well as protests taking place across the country, both increasing the 
level of anxiety in society.

Figure 1 demonstrate the increase in the number of subscribers to the Telegram 
channels in the national republics, as well as to female protest channels. 

The most illustrative example is “Morning Dagestan”, on which the number of 
subscribers skyrocketed as soon as the “partial mobilisation” was announced, and the 
post calling for the large-scale protests.2 

1ADAT3   is the telegram channel criticising the leader of the Chechen Republic, Ramzan 
Kadyrov. The channel is on the national list of forbidden extremist channels.

The Movement Vesna (Spring)4,  a Russian youth movement based in St. Petersburg, 
called on Russians to engage in a new round of protests in the wake of the first wave, 
which occurred the day Putin made the announcement. “’Mogilisation’ [‘grave-isation’] 
is actively going on all over the country. Soon thousands of our men could go to the 
front. We can and must oppose it!”, Vesna said in a statement issued on September 22.

2. “Women Organize Ant-Mobilization Protests in Russia’s Dagestan, Other Regions”, Kyiv Post, 26 September 2022. 
3.  Vladimir Sevronovsky, “The Chechen Telegram Channel That Has Gotten Under Kadyrov’s Skin”, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 4 
February 2022 https://www.rferl.org/a/chechnya-kadyrov-telegram-channel-1adat-abductions/31686440.html 
4. Olga Lebedeva, “Tag: Vesna Movement, ‘Telephone Terrorism”, Deutsche Welle, 24 September 2022 (Translation by the Russian 
Reader”). 

https://www.kyivpost.com/russias-war/women-organize-anti-mobilisation-protests-in-russias-dagestan-other-regions.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/chechnya-kadyrov-telegram-channel-1adat-abductions/31686440.html
https://therussianreader.com/tag/vesna-movement/
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The number of subscribers to Russian protest channels on Telegram grew significantly after Vladimir 
Putin announced the “partial mobilization” on 21 September

The Feminist Anti War Resistance (FAR) - one of Russia’s “fastest-growing anti-war 
campaigns”, attracting more than 26,000 followers on Telegram.

The analysis’ findings regarding the increase in the number of subscribers and attention 
to the protest channels – both right-wing or propaganda (e.g., state owned Ria Novosti) 
and liberal/opposition – also correspond to the statistics provided by TGStat (Fig. 2 a, b).5  
While propaganda channels were relatively popular throughout the indicated period 
(Fig. 2, a), liberal channels attracted attention periodically. The announcement of the 
“partial mobilisation” increased attention to the Telegram channels of Russian media that 
are more independent and critical of the government, particularly Meduza (Fig. 2, b).

5. https://tgstat.ru/en 

Figure 1. The number of subscribers to Russian protest channels on Telegram grew significantly after Vladimir 
Putin announced the “partial mobilisation” on 21 September

Click to interact!

https://tgstat.ru/en
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11288209/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11288209/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11288209/
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Figure 2. Dynamics in the number of views on propagandistic and liberal channels

Total views by day on propaganda channels over time (source TGStat)

Total views by day on liberal news channels over time

Views of the posts in total by day

a.

b.

Views of the posts in total by day
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According to the Russian Research Organisation “Levada Center”,6  the announcement 
of the “partial mobilisation” has decreased Putin’s approval rating by 6 per cent since 
September.  

Meanwhile, the overall level of anxiety in society has increased (Fig. 3). The existence 
of this trend is even supported by data from the state-owned public opinion survey 
organisation FOM7  – the Russian Public Opinion Research Center, also known as the 
All-Union Center for the Study of Public Opinion – which is loyal to the authorities and 
normally provides surveys in a manner so as to show the central government in a 
positive light. 

The first increase in the anxiety level occurred in February-March 2022, and then 
started to decrease gradually. During the summer the mood was “calm’’. In September, 
however, there was a drastic change, as the share of those respondents reporting 
feelings of anxiety skyrocketed to 70 per cent, as the FOM data demonstrates.

6. “Approval Ratings of Institutions, Ratings of Parties and Politicians”, Levada-Center, 6 October 2022. 
7. “Доминанты. Поле Мнений, Социологический бюллетень”, Фонд «Общественное мнение», 29 September 2022. 

What mood does prevail among your relatives, friends, colleagues, acquaintances - calm or anxious?

Figure 3. Figure 3. Dynamics of the general mood among society in relation to the announced “partial mobilisation”

Click to interact!

https://www.levada.ru/en/2022/10/06/approval-of-institutions-ratings-of-parties-and-politicians-3/
https://media.fom.ru/fom-bd/d382022.pdf
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11508817/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11508817/
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The counteroffensive by Ukraine’s armed forces instigated 
antigovernment criticism from right-wing bloggers on social media

This section demonstrates that, with the successful Ukrainian counteroffensives in the 
southern and north-eastern parts of the country, some propagandists and extremist 
bloggers, such as Igor Girkin, Chechen Leader Ramzan Kadyrov, Margarita Simonyan, 
Vladimir Solovyev, and some other bloggers with high profiles and that create significant 
content that is then cited over multiple channels, have started criticising the government 
more often on social media for the failures in the “special military operation”.8  Recently, 
posts about “Putin’s chef”, Yevgeny Prigozhin, who is widely believed to control the 
state-backed mercenary Wagner Group,9  have started to appear on Telegram channels.  
Prigozhin does not hide his criticism of the Russian military leadership.10  A number of 
military correspondents have also been critical.11, 12 

These criticisms are not addressed directly at Putin or his administration but, instead, 
raise issues such as corruption13  and the lack of professionalism among the generals,14 
(Fig. 4.). Figure 4 a, b illustrates the posts on the telegram channels that were written 
at the time of the Ukrainian counteroffensive in the direction of Kharkiv, in which the 
Russian troops were forced to retreat.

8. Yelizaveta Fokst, “’Выпустить пар’. Российское командование столкнулось с беспрецедентной критикой на фоне неудач в Украине 
и мобилизации”, BBC Russian Service, 7 October 2022. 
9. Ellen Nakashima, John Hudson and Paul Sonne, “Mercenary Chef Vented to Putin over Ukraine War Bungling”, The Washington Post, 25 
October 2022. 
10. Maria R Sahuquillo, “Putin’s Grip on Russia’s Elite Weakens”, El Pais, 18 October 2022. 
11. “Criticism Grows Louder over Russia’s Chaotic Troop Mobilisation”, Al Jazeera, 25 September 2022. 
12. Victor Davidoff, “Reading the Tea Leaves of Russia’s Pro-War ‘Z Universe’”, The Moscow Times, 13 October 2022. 
13. Paul D Shinkman, “How Russian Corruption Is Foiling Putin’s Army in Ukraine”, U.S. News and World Report, 31 August, 2022. 
14. Aleksanr Lapin, “'Third Chechen War Getting Closer': General Lapin, Who Lost Lyman, Responds Harshly To Kadyrov”, Charter 97, 4 
October 2022; Matthew Roscoe, “Chechen Leader Ramzan Kadyrov Blames Russian Commander Alexander Lapin for Loss in Lyman”, 
EuroWeekly News, 1 October 2022; Institute for the Study of War, Twitter thread. 

a.Original post (10 September): 
https://t.me/notes_veterans/4715

https://www.bbc.com/russian/features-63173729
https://www.bbc.com/russian/features-63173729
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/10/25/putin-insider-prigozhin-blasts-russian-generals-ukraine/
https://english.elpais.com/international/2022-10-18/putins-grip-on-russias-elite-weakens.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/9/25/criticism-grows-louder-over-russias-chaotic-troop-mobilisation
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/10/13/reading-the-tea-leaves-of-russias-pro-war-z-universe-a79078
https://www.usnews.com/news/world-report/articles/2022-08-31/how-russian-corruption-is-foiling-putins-army-in-ukraine
https://charter97.org/en/news/2022/10/4/518395/
https://euroweeklynews.com/2022/10/01/chechen-kadyrov-blames-russian-alexander-lapin-lyman-loss/
https://login.live.com/login.srf?wa=wsignin1.0&rpsnv=13&ct=1668017497&rver=7.3.6962.0&wp=MBI_SSL_SHARED&lc=1033&id=250206&cbcxt=sky&ru=https%3A%2F%2Fonedrive%2Elive%2Ecom%2F%3Fid%3D5d18134f48f36f77%25210%255EL0xpdmVGb2xkZXJzL1dvcmsvMjAyMiBEUkkgd29yay8yMDIyMTEwMSBSdXNzaWFuIERpc3F1aWV0IG9uIEluc3RhZ3JhbS9Ud2l0dGVyIHRocmVhZA&wreply=https%3A%2F%2Fonedrive%2Elive%2Ecom%2F%3Fid%3D5d18134f48f36f77%25210%255EL0xpdmVGb2xkZXJzL1dvcmsvMjAyMiBEUkkgd29yay8yMDIyMTEwMSBSdXNzaWFuIERpc3F1aWV0IG9uIEluc3RhZ3JhbS9Ud2l0dGVyIHRocmVhZA
https://t.me/notes_veterans/4715
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b. Original post (10 September):  
https://t.me/rybar/38565 
Rybar is considered to a moderate15  
pro-Russian source, with over 1 
million subscribers. In their post to the 
authorities, to the Ministry of Defense’s 
Department of Information and Mass 
Communication, they criticise the course 
of the “special military operation”, and 
urge the authorities not to be “silent or 
try to hide information”.

The increased number of critical posts raised public interest in and attraction to pro-war 
channels, whose subscriber numbers have increased.

Observed trends:

a) The number of subscribers on right-wing, pro-war Telegram channels has 
increased

Pro-war and right-wing channels and bloggers have begun criticising the authorities, 
which has resulted in an immediate increase in the number of their subscribers (Fig. 5). 
These do not criticise the war but, instead, the way it is being conducted, pointing to 
issues like corruption and poor management in the military.

15. Rybar in English, Twitter feed. 

Figure 4. Critical posts on Telegram upon the retreat by Russian troops’ from around Kharkiv.

https://t.me/rybar/38565
https://twitter.com/rybar_en
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b) Many of these channels seem to be attempting to create an echo-chamber 
bubble of information for subscribers, advertising newly created pro-kremlin 
channels.

One of the trends identified is that many popular pro-war channels, such as that such as 
of Vladimir Solovyov, have created bubbles with similar content (Fig. 6).

Criticising the ongoing developments within the “special military operation” or “partial 
mobilisation”, they tend to create the illusion of alternative opinions, referring their 
subscribers to newly created channels, which, in effect, just spread the same narratives.

Average change in the number of subscribers on pro-war Telegram channels

Click to interact!

Figure 5. Dynamics of the number of subscribers on pro-war Telegram channels – far-right, propaganda, and war 
reporters’ channels

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11288581/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11288581/
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Telegram channels of the most popular Russian propagandists and far-right bloggers

Click to interact!

Figure 6. The echo chamber mechanism of the propagandists and far right bloggers 

Whether the newly developed channels are, in fact, populated by authentic persons 
or bots is not clear, given their high numbers and the large amount of content. These 
channels may be set-up to build alternative communication networks to official Kremlin 
propaganda, in the event of a conflict between the Kremlin and the approaches of these 
pro-war channels.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11223507/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11223507/
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Men’s and women’s representation in the protests against mobilisation in 
Russia.

This section demonstrates that the women’s protest movement in Russia strengthened 
immediately after the launch of the “special military operation”. Feminists instantly 
organised and created the “feminist antiwar movement”. They also have a Telegram 
channel with over 40,000 subscribers – https://t.me/femagainstwar. 

Besides the feminist movement against war, there are also women protesting against the 
mobilisation. Most of the participants in the protests against the mobilisation have been 
women. Moreover, the Union of the Committees of Soldier’s Mothers of Russia,16 sometimes 
described as a post-Soviet holdover from the Soviet past, has been re-activated.

Observed trends: 

a) Women anti-war groups became more active again after the announcement of 
the “partial mobilisation”

At the beginning of the full-scale war in Ukraine, in February, the “Feminist Anti-war 
Movement” organisation was very active, but then became less active over time. This 
trend was reversed after the announcement of the “partial mobilisation”. Meanwhile, 
the Union of the Committees of Soldiers’ Mothers of Russia, as well as the “Myagkaya 
Sila” (‘’Soft Power”) organisation, were not particularly active following the launch of the 
"special military operation”, but their activity then gradually increased, and particularly 
with the mobilisation announcement. 

16. Wikipedia, “Union of the Committees of Solder’s Mothers of Russia”. 

The dynamics of posting activity on the Telegram channels of the most popular Russian women’s 
organizations

Click to interact!

Figure 7. The dynamics 
of posting activity on 
the Telegram channels 
of the most popular 
Russian women’s 
organizations

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Union_of_the_Committees_of_Soldiers%27_Mothers_of_Russia
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11382594/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11382594/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11006902/
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Dynamics of number of subscribers to Telegram channels of Russian women's organizations

The Telegram channel of the “Feminist Anti-war Resistance” maintained its popularity 
over the summer months, and then gained new subscribers after the call for 
mobilisation. The other female moderate anti-war group, “Myagkaya Sila”, established 
by women officials at the municipal level, also increased its number of subscribers in 
September, albeit from a low level.

b) While men are fleeing the country, women are taking part in the protests 
against mobilisation.

Given that the “partial mobilisation” mainly targeted the male population, men started 
fleeing the country en masse. Women, accordingly, became the major and dominant 
agents of the protests, as is confirmed by the figures of the anti-mobilisation protests 
collected by the NGO OVD. The pattern shows that, in comparison with February, more 
women were detained than men in the September protests (Fig. 9). It is interesting 
to note here that the women who participated in the protests in Dagestan were not 
organised or affiliated with certain groups or movements, but did it spontaneously.

Figure 8. Number of subscribers to the channels of Russian women’s organisations on Telegram

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11462894/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11462894/
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The majority of those detained in the latest protests are women

Click to interact!

Figure 9. Gender breakdown of the detained protestors

At the same time, women’s attitudes towards the war and the mobilisation are 
not homogenous. While one segment of the women population strongly opposes 
mobilisation and leads the antiwar protests, another segment advocates for men to join 
the armed forces and, by doing so, maintain the masculine stereotype of the patriarchal 
Russian society. Even some officials mentioned in Telegram posts that some men have 
no other choice but to join the army, as their wives are constantly “sawing” them to 
perform their “male duty” and serve. In an interesting trend identified in relation to 
this subject, many videos on Telegram from Russia, as well as research conducted by 
Mediazone, point to an increase in the number of marriages,17 as this way the wives 
of conscripts killed in action can received compensation. Moreover, according to the 
Mediazone research, the increase in the number of marriages provides statistical data 
suggesting that the number of those conscripted could be as high as 500,000.

17. “Давай поженимся. Рост числа свадеб показывает, что к середине октября в России мобилизовали как минимум 492 тысячи 
человек”, Mediazona, 24 October 2022. 

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11382305/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11382305/
https://zona.media/article/2022/10/24/wedding-season
https://zona.media/article/2022/10/24/wedding-season
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It is interesting here to compare and underline the differences between men’s and 
women’s perspectives on the war in Russia and those in Ukraine. 

In Ukraine, men between the ages of 18 and 60 years were prohibited from leaving the 
territory of the country with the imposition of martial law on 26 February. It is mainly 
women with children who have fled the country, to escape from the shelling. In Russia, 
with the announcement of mobilisation, it is overwhelmingly men who started leaving 
the country in large numbers. 

While Ukrainian women have fled the most dangerous regions to protect their children 
and have often taken on new roles as heads of the family that men more often used to 
perform before war, in Russia, a significant share of women still continue to perform their 
traditional roles, maintaining in this way the patriarchal masculine construct of the war. 

Another interesting aspect is that, in many cases, Ukrainian women have returned 
to Ukraine, even with their children, regardless of the security situation, as long as 
they have a partner in the country. The number of women serving in Ukrainian army 
has also increased,18  with tens of thousands of women serving in both combat and 
non-combat roles. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy recently signed a decree 
on the voluntary registration of women in the military.19  Women now have greater 
opportunities for professional development in the military and to occupy command 
positions, thus promoting gender equality and decreasing gender gaps.

c) The majority of the protest activity has been observed in the republics of   
so-called “malych narodov” (“small peoples”) 

The national republics with largest protests, based on the number of protesters 
detained, were Bashkortostan, Buryatia, Dagestan, Tatarstan, Tuva, Udmurtia, and 
Yakutia. In some of these regions, the level of engagement on the protest Telegram 
channels has also increased significantly.

For the analysis, the channels were segregated into three geographic areas: the Far East, 
the Volga region, and the Caucasus. 

The Far East is represented by organised movements in three republics: Buryatia, Tuva, 
and Yakutia. Buryatia and Yakutia seem to be so closely connected that even their 
Telegram channels go by the same name format – the freeyakutiafoundation (1,438 
subscribers), and the freeburyatiafoundation (2,432 subscribers). Both channels also 

18.  Steve Hendrix and Serhii Korolchuk, “On the Front Lines, Ukrainian Women Are Often the First Responders”, The Washington 
Post, 3 July 2022; Iryna Slavinska, “Ukraine’s Female Soldiers Reflect Country’s Strong Feminist Tradition”, The Atlantic Council, June 10 
2022. 
19. Marina Gontar, “Zelensky Did Sign a Military Registration for Women: Who Does the Army Need and Will the Border Be Closed for 
Ukrainians?”, Klymenko Time, 22 October 2022. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/03/ukraine-military-women-record-numbers-medics/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/ukrainealert/ukraines-female-soldiers-reflect-countrys-strong-feminist-tradition/
https://klymenko-time.com/en/novosti/zelenskij-taki-podpisal-voinskij-uchet-dlya-zhenshhin-kto-nuzhen-armii-i-zakroyut-li-graniczy-dlya-ukrainok/
https://klymenko-time.com/en/novosti/zelenskij-taki-podpisal-voinskij-uchet-dlya-zhenshhin-kto-nuzhen-armii-i-zakroyut-li-graniczy-dlya-ukrainok/
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Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine and subsequent mobilization triggered greater engagement on 
protest Telegram channels in some national republics

Click to interact!

Figure 10. Developments in the activity and engagement on protests and opposition Telegram channels in the 
national republics

regularly refer to the respective channel in Tuva (728 subscribers). Moreover, there are 
also accounts on Instagram from Yakutia and Tuva with around 6,000 followers, although 
statistics on the number of subscribers are not available. As such, the protest movement 
employs various channels of communication.

The co-founder of the Free Buryatia Foundation, Mariya Vyushkova,20  reported about the 
large number of soldiers killed from the national republics, and especially from Buryatia 
at the Warsaw Human Dimension Conference (Helsinki Commission) in September.21   
 
At the same time, there is no separatist element in the narratives of the foundations, and 
the character of the movements is relatively moderate and peaceful, focusing more on 
preserving and promoting cultural particularities. 

20. Free Buryatia Foundation, Twitter feed.
21. Free Buryatia Foundation, Facebook page. 

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11392102/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11392102/
https://mobile.twitter.com/freeburyatia
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=674065967620659
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The Volga region group comprises Chuvashia, Tatarstan, and Udmurtia. The channels 
in the last two of these republics are more prone to follow the federal line, do not have 
a particular national colouring and there is no separatist messaging, with the main 
criticism being against corruption. 

The channel in Chuvashia, meanwhile, exhibits a more national colouring. There are 
many posts about mobilisation, and against propaganda and the letter Z (which has 
become the symbol of support for Russia’s war in Ukraine) on streets or schools. 
Udmurtia and Chuvashia's channels were created by the former heads of the offices of 
imprisoned opposition politician Alexei Navalny in those regions. 

Many posts on the Bashkortostan channel are even more radical, urging for separatism 
and promoting partisanship and anarchism. There have been recent posts about 
militarised opposition.22  

22. “«Это не наша война»: башкирские националисты создают вооружённое сопротивление”, Verstka, 188 October 2022. 

Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine and subsequent mobilization triggered engagement on protest 
and opposition Telegram channels in some national republics

Click to interact!

Figure 11. Activity and engagement on the protest and opposition Telegram channels in national republics in the 
Far East and Volga regions

https://verstka.media/vooruzhennoe-soprotivlenie-bashkortostana/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11506658/
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Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine and subsequent mobilization triggered engagement on protest 
and opposition Telegram channels in some national republics

Click to interact!

Figure 12. Activity and engagement on the protest and opposition Telegram channels in the national republics in 
the Caucasus region

The region with the most heated protest discourse on Telegram channels is the 
Caucasus, particularly Chechnya and Dagestan (Fig. 12). These channels also have 
many subscribers, but it remains unclear whether this represents a large protest base 
or, instead, people subscribing just to be aware about the protest movements and 
developments in these regions.

d) The worse the economic situation in the region, the more it is affected by the 
“special military operation”

Russian regions are very diverse in terms of their socio-economic development and 
income levels, which results in the different participation in and perceptions of the 
war.23  This pattern has become visible predominantly in the perspective of ongoing 
election processes. This has revealed certain trends in the different regions in the 
attitudes towards war and in the level of loyalty to the central government, as well as 

23. Jamie Detmer, “Russia’s Breaking Point: Putin Pushes Restive Regions to the Brink”, Politico, 20 October 2022. 

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11506658/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11506658/
https://www.politico.eu/article/russia-break-point-vladimir-putin-region-war-ukraine/
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Poor regions suffer the most

Figure 13. Numbers of soldiers killed from the different Russian regions 

the interconnection between this and their socio-economic situations. In particular, 
the numbers provided by the Mediazone count, illustrated in Figure 13,24  show that 
most of those Russian soldiers killed in the war came from the poorest republics of the 
Russian Federation – Bashkortostan, Buryatia, Dagestan, Krasnodar Krai, Volgograd, 
etc. Meanwhile, big cities such as Moscow or St. Petersburg have not been affected as 
badly. Analysts suggest that the Kremlin has tried to avoid upsetting the middle class, 
particularly in the majour political centres of the country.

Source: Mediazone https://en.zona.media/article/2022/05/20/casualties_eng

24. “Russian Casualties in Ukraine”, Mediazona. 

https://en.zona.media/article/2022/05/20/casualties_eng
https://en.zona.media/article/2022/05/20/casualties_eng
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Dynamics in the aims and rhetoric of the “special military operation” – 
from Ukraine’s “denazification and demilitarisation” to fighting “for the 
Donbas” and “against NATO”

The section shows that the shift in moods in the society has also changed the aims and 
rhetoric related to the “special military operation”.

Originally, the full-scale war was presented by the Kremlin as a way to “denazify” 
and “demilitarise” Ukraine. But this justification is not much used anymore on pro-
war Telegram channels, which now stress the idea of “rescuing Russian people in the 
Donbas” and, to a lesser extent, “opposing NATO expansion”. Thus, the justifications 
have changed, corresponding with the military situation. 

For-war Telegram channels mention the Donbas and the west or NATO more often that Nazism

Click to interact!

Figure 14. Dynamics in the change of rhetoric in the “special military operation” narrative

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11331663/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11331663/
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Opposition pressures and their effect on governors’ use of social media

This section shows that the mere fact of the presence of opposition points of view in the 
regions has had an impact on how Russian governors communicate about the war.

Observed trends:

a) The stronger the opposition sentiments in the region, the less the war is 
mentioned on social media:

From 9 to 11 September, gubernatorial elections took place in 14 regions of Russia. While 
elections in Russia are not free and fair – there is insignificant access to mass media 
for opposition, prosecution of well-known opposition figures and allegations of fraud 
around polling – the results do provide some indication of the popularity of the ruling 
party, United Russia (except in certain regions, such as the Chechen Republic, were 
Ramzan Kadyrov rules by repression; officially he won the “elections” with 99.7  per cent 
of the vote).

Measurement of opposition sentiment in Russia is tricky, so this analysis uses the vote 
share of the dominant United Russia party in 2021 State Duma elections as a benchmark. 

United Russia's vote share in selected regions

Figure 15. Vote share of United Russia in the 2021 State Duma elections in certain regions

Click to interact!

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11291948/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11291948/
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Despite the fact that Russian elections are not fair, United Russia candidates must 
communicate with the public to attract more voters and a reduced need to directly falsify 
results. In those regions where opposition voices are relatively strong, this becomes a 
challenge. The way the candidates communicate with the public and the concerns they 
raise or address during their election campaign may, therefore, reveal real sentiments 
and the demands of the population.

The data shows that the stronger opposition sentiment was in a region, the less the 
governor (in their capacity as United Russia candidate for a new term) talked about the 
war in Ukraine. This trend was particularly visible in the Telegram discourse during the 
election campaign period (Fig. 16).

In certain regions, relatively strong opposition sentiment led United Russia candidates to mention 
the war in Ukraine less often during their election campaign

Click to interact!

Figure 16. Dynamics of oppositional sentiment in select regions of the Russian Federation

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11508035/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11508035/
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Figure 16 demonstrates that, before elections, even in those regions with relatively 
strong opposition sentiment, the number of war related posts was quite high on average 
(mostly because of the governor of the Sverdlovsk region or the Republic of Karelia) 
but, during the election, campaign the number of such war related posts decreased 
significantly. For example, the head of Sverdlovsk region was posting about the war 
regularly before his election campaign, but during the campaign he stopped mentioning 
the war altogether. Meanwhile, in the regions with relatively weak opposition and where 
the number of posts on the telegram channels was relatively low, on average, during the 
election campaign the number of war-related posts increased. 

A similar trend can be observed in other regions. Strong opposition sentiment in a 
region appears to have led governors to avoid mentioning the topic of the “special 
military operation” in Ukraine on social media (Fig. 17).

The stronger the opposition sentiment in a region, the less the governor mentions the war in Ukraine 
on Telegram

Click to interact!

Figure 17. Correlation between opposition sentiment in a region and the frequency of mentioning the war in 
Ukraine on Telegram

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11233390/
https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11233390/
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The outliers in relation to this trend are the Chechen Republic, the Khabarovsk 
Territory, and Tatarstan. 

 y Tatarstan shows formal loyalty: United Russia candidates and the party itself garner 
high vote shares, it is one of the leaders in terms of the number of soldiers killed in 
Ukraine,  and it was one of the regions to forbid people eligible for military service 
from leaving the republic (22 September), but the head of the republic doesn’t show 
explicit support for the war on his social media accounts. Possible explanations of the 
reasons for this may be related to the recent conflict between Moscow and Tatarstan 
regarding the status of the head of the republic,25  or that the ruling family doesn’t 
want to lose support among local elites. 

 y The Khabarovsk Territory is notorious as a protest region. The previous governor,26  
who did not deliver much support to the central authorities, was replaced by a more 
“loyal” one.27  Recently, the later said that he wanted to join the Russian army in 
Ukraine but could not do it because of his status. Some citizens then launched a 
petition to help the governor “to make his dream come true”.

 y The Chechen Republic is mainly known by its leader, the warlord Ramzan Kadyrov.28  
Recently, he has criticised the way the war is developing on the ground, thus 
becoming part of a growing chorus with such criticism.29  Kadyrov has his own army, 
which he showcases on social media, but its real combat strength is difficult to assess. 
Kadyrov styled himself as a social media personality and has one of the biggest 
audiences on Telegram (3 million subscribers) among all public figures in Russia. 
While Chechens participate in war in Ukraine, both fighting on the side of Ukraine and 
Russia,30  it is reported that the  “Kadyrovtsy”31  enjoy certain privileges not granted 
average conscripted soldiers or those mobilised from the other “small nations”.32 

25. Adam Lenton, “Last Man Standing: What the Latest Dispute over Tatarstan’s Presidency Tells Us about the Enduring Ethnic Factor in 
Russian Politics”, PONARS Eurasia, 5 November 2021 
26. “Jailed Ex-Governor Sergey Furga; Officially Indicted on New Charges Including Seven Counts of Fraud”, Meduza, 24 November 
2021. 
27. “Kremlin-Backed Governor of Khabarovsk Wins Election after Protests against His Appointment”, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 20 
September 2021. 
28. Benjamin Restle, “Who is Vladimir Putin Ally Ramzan Kadyrov?”, Deutsche Welle, 10 September 2022. 
29. Shaun Walker, “Putin Loyalist Kadyrov Criticises Russian Army’s Performance”, The Guardian, 11 September 2022. 
30. Monir Gaidi, “Война в Украине. Чеченцы сражаются и на стороне Киева”, Deutsche Welle, 30 March 2022 
31. Nina Kolganova, “От отрицания до смирения: как в федеральной прессе менялось отношение к слову ‘кадыровцы’”, Kavkaz.Realii, 
7 September 2022. 
32. Mansur Mirovalev, “The Real Role of Pro-Russian Chechens in Ukraine”, Al Jazeera, 1 August 2022; Beka Atsaev, 
“Стоп, снято! Отправленные на войну родственники Кадырова вернулись в Чечню”, Kavkaz.Realii, 8 May 2022. 
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https://www.dw.com/ru/vojna-v-ukraine-chechency-srazhajutsja-i-na-storone-kieva/a-61301252
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